FRENCH  POLITICAL THOUGHT
subsequent events appear to have proved Taine to be wrong
in his main contention. He maintained to his dying day that
the whole work of the Revolution was really dead, and he fore-
told that, " as regards the independence and political activity
of the individual, things are bound to go from bad to worse/'
In that case France should be by this time sunk in anarchy.
Now every sane observer of contemporary history would
admit that this forecast had received what M. Lacombe called
an experimental denial. " It is of course impossible to disprove
the view that things would be better if everything had been
done since 1870 in accordance with his formulae; it is no less
impossible3 however, to deny that the State seems to be at least
as solidly established in France as in any other country of
Europe/'x
*******	*
The survey of Taine's views on the Revolution makes it
unnecessary to discuss in detail his more immediate political
views. He was hostile to all ideas of popular sovereignty,
democracy and universal suffrage. This, it should be noticed,
did not imply approval of the Bonapartist regime, which to
him represented neither tradition, nor government by an elite>
but managed to combine the worst of autocracy with the worst
of popular rule by its reliance on the popular verdict of a
plebiscite. In fact, the events of 1852, which were to so many
both the knell and the denial of democracy, were to him its
not unnatural expression, and only increased his detestation
thereof*
As early as 1849 Taine called himself an individualist, but
it is worth noting the exact connotation he gave to that term.
He meant it mainly as against Socialist policies of interference
either with private property or with "freedom of work,"
through labour legislations, trade unions, etc. It did not entail
individual political participation by the vote, nor individual
freedom from governmental interference in other aspects of
life than the economic. Far from being distrustful of the
political authority of the State, he welcomed a very powerful
State in everything that pertained to " national security "—
1 Lacombe, op. cit.9 p. 57.
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